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Crystal Soul Healing Diploma - Level One 

Introductions - Why are we here, what have we come here to learn? 

What is crystal healing and how does it work? 

The physical nature of crystals - crystallography - exploring the chemistry, shapes and geology of 

crystals - Cleansing Crystals 

How to sense the energies of crystals.  The difference between attuning, meditating and channelling. 

Attunements to Rose quartz and clear quartz 

The Subtle bodies - 12 layers of the Aura - Sensing the Aura 

Practical healing sessions with rose quartz 

We Are rainbow beings - the expanded nature of the Soul -  

Exploring The Red/Green pathway and the Yellow/Violet pathway of Light 

Attunements to Golden Healer and Amethyst 

Basic Crystal Healing Practice - sensing chakras, protection, clearing, crystal placement and the 

essentials of grounding. 

Attunements to Ruby, smokey quartz, and emerald 

Sacred Geometry an introduction 

Crystalline Grids for Healing 

Practical Healing Sessions 

Group Healing and Meditation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Crystal Soul Healing Level Two  - February 2022 

 

Review from previous level. 

Attunements and Crystal Study with Selenite, Blue lace agate, Morganite, Aquamarine, Carnelian 

and Amber 

Looking at the Multidimensional Nature of the Soul - the healing of Trauma - Being Present and how 

we can use crystal healing to heal the timelines of the Soul. 

Exploring the Colour pathways of orange and blue - the journey of creativity and karmic absoulution 

The 12 chakras of the subtle bodies 

Practical Crystal Healing with wands - energising and clearing the chakras 

Using sound within our healing practice  

Exploring the Colour Pathway of Olive green and Magenta pink - the journey of potential and how 

we can implement within crystal healing practice. 

Distance Healing - practice and ethics 

Practical Healing Sessions 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Crystal Soul Healing Diploma - Level 3 - May 2022 

 

Reviews from Previous level. 

Crystal Attunements and Crystal Study of Moonstone, Labradorite, Coral, Sunstone, Chrysocolla and 

Obsidians. 

Looking at the RNA/DNA of the Soul - what does it mean - the Blueprint of the Soul and how we can 

enhance the connection of Light within our practice of Crystal Healing to assist the Ascension 

process. 

Exploring the Colour Pathway of Coral and Turquoise and how we can assist this pathway with 

Crystal Healing. 

The Ascension Journey - a through from 3D to 5D and beyond.  What does it mean for huemanity - 

are we becoming Lighter?   

Becoming the Angel by healing the wounded child within. 

Light Codes and Light Rays -what are they and  implementation through healing 

Planetary Healing for the Soul with Crystals 

Practical Healing Exchange Sessions 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Crystal Soul Healing Diploma - Level Four - September 2022 

 

A Review of Level 3 

Attunements and Crystal Study with Lemurian Quartz, Charoite, Black Tourmaline, Calcites, Fluorites 

and Apophylite 

Exploring the Colour Pathway of Indigo and Gold - how we can implement this wisdom through 

healing and for ourselves. 

Being in our Soul's Alignment - the Maitreya Integration Healing Principles - as channelled from 

Metatron of Peace, Desire and Joy.  the Implementation of such through healing and meditation. 

Ethereal Crystal Healing - Why this is useful - what it is and how we implement this technique in 

healing.   

Creating Crystalline Transmissions for Ceremony of Light 

Two Practical Healing Exchanges 

 

 

 


